
   

Write-up by Jerry Colman 

A bright, chilly, morning with a frisky North to North-Westerly wind welcomed the 13 racing crews 
(and of course patrol boat crew) to Injebreck on Sunday morning for the latest round of the Bourne 
Plaice Winter Series. The fluffy cumulus clouds showed that the forecast strong to gale force wind 
approaching the Island from the Arctic was being forced up and what goes up must come down 
which it duly did in some really quite violent gusts bearing down on us from the hills. 

There was some comment before the start that the gusts did not seem to be as shifty as last week 
but the weather fairies react unfavourably to such optimistic prophecies and duly delivered a series 
of very sharp shifts of 45 to 90 degrees accompanied with gusts lifting wind speed from a pleasant 
10 to 15 knots up to at least 25 knots in the new and mostly unpredictable direction. Keep the 
mouth shut next time. 

The thirteen starters spread out across the lake for the first leg after the start, upwind to mark 5 at 
the North end of the lake, looking for the best route through the shifts. It looked as if going right 
was the answer but on the second lap your correspondent was spat out of his Laser in a short 
sharp shift against the head which put rather too much wind on the wrong side of the sail resulting 
in a swim round to the centreboard while the boat blew back downwind. Must learn to capsize dry 
as demonstrated by some of our very able younger sailors seem capable of nowadays. 

The bear away at the top mark needed care if there happened to be wind when one got there but 
the run right down the lake to mark 2 near the dinghy park also challenged the nerves when the big 
gusts struck, again often from unexpected directions. The mast on my Laser bent like a reed in the 
wind as the gusts hit but for me there was no crack either as it broke or as the sail slapped the 
water with the boat out of control. As far as I know there were none of the former failures during the 
races but there were certainly several of the latter. Arthur Bankes-Jones suffered a couple of these 
in his very powerful Byte and I think Mike Swales took a dip or two around here in the Devoti. 

Best shift whisperer in both races was undoubtedly Simon Pressly in the Laser Radial who showed 
both speed and guile as he weaved through the fleet, always just about in control. Often it’s easier 
at the front with less boats to get in your way but today it was helpful to have a few sails upwind to 
show which way it was blowing and how hard shortly before it hit you. The other way you can 
sometimes see this is in the snow but unfortunately there was none – just brilliant sunshine. The 
disappointment with this development must have distracted Teddy Dunn (Tera), Arthur and Jason 
Corlett / Nathan Bradley (RS 400) who missed passing through the start / finish line in subsequent 
laps and were therefore disqualified. Sorry guys but read the sailing instructions. The OOD misses 
nothing! 

So Simon took the first race and then there was a brief pause at 1100 hours although neither 
silence nor standing still was an option in the continuing blasts.   

After the 2 minutes, the second race got away with conditions if anything building especially 
towards the end. The RS 400 tried the kite (its a big one) but finished up inverted quite often – keep 
it up guys you will beat it in the end – but the Lasers showed just how suitable this single hander, 
when well sailed, is for Injebreck. 

Simon on 5 points now leads the series from Mike Pridham in another Laser Radial with Peter Cope 
in the Tera and Matthew Perry also in a Laser Radial on equal points with Mike at 15 so very close 
racing including great performances from the younger sailors at the top of the fleet now. Some of 
the more senior sailors (not so incapable though) such as Antony Ellis, Andrew Dean and yours truly 
may have to be happy with mid fleet positions nowadays, but watch out; we’re always ready to 
pounce on any mistake! 

Full results on the MS&CC website and some great photos on Facebook taken in the fabulous light. 
Thanks to our sponsor Rob Cowell of Bourne Plaice, Ralph and Helen Kee in the (quite busy) patrol 
boat and Keith Poole and Neil Rawlinson overseeing all from the Bridge.  

 



   

There’s still plenty of room for more boats in the dinghy park - check out the website – with 
members of any of the Island’s sailing clubs welcome to give it a go. Start 1000 hrs on Sunday 
mornings until Easter.. 

 

 

 


